Cytogenetics of malignant gliomas. II. The sex chromosomes with reference to X isodisomy and the role of numerical X/Y changes.
Sex chromosomal monosomy with total loss of an X or Y is frequently observed in malignant gliomas. Beyond that, not much is known about the behavior of the sex chromosomes in these tumors. We noted loss of the X from 3 of 13 gliomas from women (23%) compared to loss of the Y from 16 of 28 gliomas from men (57%). There were two structural rearrangements of the Y (an inversion and a translocation with chromosome 4). Most unexpectedly, clones with sex chromosome reversal were encountered in 3 cases. These XX clones in gliomas from men are perforce the consequence of Y loss coupled with X isodisomy, a nonrandom sequence of sex chromosome changes. We examined the company kept by numerical X and Y changes in clones and found that clones with numerical sex chromosome changes had fewer autosomal abnormalities, reflecting a distinct tendency to clonal separation of sex chromosome from autosomal abnormalities. We conclude that the sex chromosome changes are not a necessary part of the neoplastic process in malignant gliomas but that they must be of biologic significance to the brain since they are highly nonrandom in frequency, type, and sequence in brain cells.